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We investigate the initial surface reaction pathways in the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2O3

on GaAs (111)A and (111)B substrates using precursors trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water to

ascertain the effect of surface orientation on device performance. We find that the condition of the

respective substrates prior to deposition of TMA and water has a major impact on the surface

reactions that follow and on the resulting interface structure. The simulations explain the atomistic

mechanism of the interfacial self-cleaning effect in ALD that preferentially removes As oxides.

The electronic structure of the resulting atomic configurations indicates states throughout the

bandgap for the (111)B structure. By contrast, the (111)A structure has no states in the mid-gap

region, thus explaining the significant experimental difference in Fermi Level Pinning behavior for

corresponding devices. VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3624897]

Fermi level pinning (FLP) at III-V/oxide interfaces has

been one of the main obstacles in realizing logic devices

based on III-V materials.1 In a recent experiment, Xu et al.
showed that FLP at GaAs/oxide interfaces depends strongly

on the semiconductor interface orientation,2 in contrast with

earlier theoretical models that postulate FLP to be an intrin-

sic material property.3–5 The experiment showed that devices

fabricated using atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2O3

using trimethylaluminum (TMA) and water on GaAs (111)A

(Ga-terminated) exhibit four orders of magnitude higher

on-current and better Fermi level unpinning than those fabri-

cated on the (100) and (110) substrates. In addition, the devi-

ces fabricated on (111)B (As-terminated) substrate showed

close to zero ON-current.

Previous density functional theory (DFT) investigations

of the ALD of oxides on III–V materials6–8 have focused on

the atomic and electronic structure of the III-V (100)/ALD-

oxide interface. Other models, such as Robertson’s model of

III-V interface states5 and Freeouf and Woodall’s effective

work function model9 point towards anion-anion bonding as

a source of FLP.

Despite its technological importance, the atomic struc-

ture of the GaAs (111)A/oxide interface remains poorly

understood and the striking difference between its properties

and those of (111)B remains unexplained. In this letter, we

use ab initio DFT to predict the atomic and electronic struc-

ture corresponding to the first cycle of ALD deposition of

Al2O3 on GaAs (111)A and GaAs (111)B. Given the striking

difference in device performance between these two cases,2

they provide an ideal case to test the predictive power of ab
initio calculations in this field. We find that the condition of

the surfaces pre-deposition has a strong impact on the initial

chemical reactions and the resulting interface structures. The

reactions and structures thus formed explain the atomistic or-

igin of the well known preferential removal of As-oxides in

ALD.10,11 We also find that the resulting (111)A interface

does not exhibit mid-gap states, in contrast with the (111)B

interface, where states exist throughout the band gap.

All our calculations use SeqQUEST, a pseudopotential

DFT code that uses contracted Gaussian basis sets.12 The

simulation cells are obtained by replicating a 12-atom unit

cell oriented along a¼ 1/2[110], b¼ 1/2[112], and c¼ [111]

twice along b. We use 2D periodic boundary conditions

along a and b and use 4 x 8 k-points in these directions. This

leads to a (111)A and a (111)B surface per simulation cell.

We characterize ALD reactions one surface at a time while

the other is passivated with pseudo-hydrogen atoms. Addi-

tional details of the computational procedure are included in

the supplementary material.13

Before studying the ALD reactions, we need to deter-

mine the initial surface chemistry. We start with both fully

hydroxylated (111)A and (111)B surfaces (a common choice

as explained in more detail in the supplementary material13)

and study their stability. In particular, we investigate ener-

getics associated with two surface hydroxides reacting to

form a water molecule in the gas phase and leaving an O

atom in the surface. The resulting (111)A and (111)B config-

urations are different with the O bridging between two Ga

atoms in (111)A and taking a sub-surface position bonding

to both As and Ga in the (111)B (see Fig. 1). Importantly,

our DFT calculations show the hydroxylated surface to be

energetically favorable for (111)A (by 1.86 eV), Fig. 1(a),

but not for (111)B where the oxidized surface and water is

0.95 eV lower in energy, see Fig. 1(b). Thus, the pre-ALD

surfaces are different and can be summarized by

2ðGaA�OHÞðsÞ  GaA�O�GaA
ðsÞ þ H2OðgÞ; (1)

2ðAsB�OHÞðsÞ ! 2AsBOsubðsÞ þ H2OðgÞ; (2)

where the A and B superscripts denote atoms on the (111)A

and (111)B surface, respectively. Inspection of the resulting

a)Electronic mail: ghegde@purdue.edu.
b)Electronic mail: strachan@purdue.edu.
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pre-deposition surfaces shows that (111)A would be more

hydrophilic than (111)B; this is in agreement with experi-

mental observations14 providing indirect support to our ini-

tial configurations.

Next, we explore possible reactions associated with the

first half reaction in the ALD process involving TMA fol-

lowed by the second half reaction involving water. This is

done starting from the lowest energy (111)A and B surfaces

obtained in the previous step leading to the following

reactions:

2ðGaA�OHÞðsÞ þ AlðCH3Þ3ðgÞ
! GaA�O�½AlðCH3Þ��O�GaA

ðsÞ þ 2CH4ðgÞ
; (3)

GaA�O�½AlðCH3Þ��O�GaA
ðsÞ þ H2OðgÞ

! GaA�O�½Al�OH��O�GaA
ðsÞ þ CH4ðgÞ; (4)

2AsBOsubðsÞ þ AlðCH3Þ3ðgÞ ! AsB�AlðCH3Þ�As
B
ðsÞ

þ CH3�O�CH3ðgÞ; (5)

AsB�AlðCH3Þ�As
B
ðsÞ þ H2OðgÞ

! AsB�½Al�OH��AsBðsÞ þ CH4ðgÞ: (6)

Atomistic structures of these two reactions can be found in

the supplementary material.13 The first half reactions pro-

ceed very differently on the two surfaces. For the (111)A, a

reaction between TMA with a surface OH group releasing a

methane molecule and leading to an O-Al bond lowers

energy by 1.9 eV and a subsequent reaction with a neighbor-

ing OH decreases energy by an additional 1.73 eV. A reac-

tion of the remaining methyl group with water in the second

half reaction is also energetically favorable by 0.93 eV. In

contrast, on the (111)B surface with the sub-surface oxygen,

the oxide is completely removed in a highly exothermic half-

reaction (1.83 eV decrease in energy) with TMA releasing

dimethyl ether and with Al bonding to two surface As atoms.

The half-reaction with water is also highly exothermic (1.11

eV) and it replaces the last methyl group left over from the

previous reaction with an OH group. Subsequent half-reac-

tions would proceed in the usual self-terminating fashion,

releasing methane at each stage as is expected from the

TMA-water ALD process.15

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the interface structures

obtained at the end of the first ALD cycle for (111)A and

(111)B are starkly different. The Ga atoms on the (111)A

interface bond with O atoms which in turn bond with Al

atoms. At the (111)B interface, the As atoms bond directly to

Al. The surface oxide initially present at the (111)B surface

is completely removed in favor of As-Al bonding at the

interface, whereas Ga-O bonding persists at the (111)A inter-

face. This preferential cleaning of As-oxides has been termed

“interfacial-self cleaning” and is well known in ALD experi-

ments;11 our simulations provide an atomic mechanism for

this process on (111) surfaces. We note that the nature of

bonding at the interface is consistent with previous theoreti-

cal calculations on the (100) surface,8,16 where molecular dy-

namics calculations of Al2O3 slabs on clean, reconstructed

(100) III-V surfaces indicate that surface cations are bond

with O atoms while surface anions bond with Al atoms.

Electronic versions of the atomistic structures thus obtained

are available for online simulations and additional explora-

tion on the nanoHUB.17

Finally, we investigate the electronic structure of the

structures obtained at the end of the half reactions. The

Kohn-Sham density of states (DOS) for the two interfaces

are compared to bulk GaAs in Fig. 3, with the conduction

band edge in bulk set to zero energy. The (111)B structure

has a large number of allowed electronic states distributed

throughout the band gap, consistent with the experimental

observation of significant pinning and zero current obtained

for (111)B N metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transis-

tors (NMOSFETs).2 By contrast, the (111)A structure only

exhibits states very close to the band edges and no additional

states in the band gap. This is consistent with the experimen-

tal observation of excellent unpinning in the mid-gap region

and high on current in (111)A NMOSFETs. Resolving the

contribution of individual atoms towards the total DOS

shows that the majority of the gap states originate from As

and Al atoms at the interface. We observe the presence of

FIG. 1. (Color online) (111)A and B

OH terminated surface undergoing trans-

formation indicated by reactions

(1)(right) and (2)(left). O, As, Ga, and H

atoms are represented by red, larger

white, grey, and smaller white spheres,

respectively. The box indicates the

(2X1) unit cell used in our calculations.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Interface structures obtained at the end of the first

cycle of ALD half-reactions on (111)A and B, respectively. Al atoms are

represented by yellow spheres.
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mid-gap states in the absence of As-As bonds at the

interface.

In conclusion, our DFT calculations show how the com-

bination of the initial surface chemistry and the preferential

removal of As-oxides in the TMA/Water process lead to

completely different interface structures with Al2O3 for the

(111)A and B oriented substrates. Furthermore, the elec-

tronic structure of the resulting atomic configurations after

the first ALD cycle explains the experimental difference in

performance of corresponding NMOSFETs. We note that the

actual atomic structure at the interfaces may be quite compli-

cated and our study only shows one set of possible initial sur-

face structures and reaction pathways during the ALD

process.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Plot of DOS versus energy for the structures shown

in Fig. 2 compared with the DOS of bulk GaAs.
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